DO IT YOURSELF
HERPA® makes it simple for you
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A comprehensive range of low and high pressure diaphragm pumps

A comprehensive range of Fan Units from 600 to 1020mm
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CREATE YOUR ONWN BRAND OF SPRAYERS IN YOUR COUNTRY

HERPA® is one of the few mid-sized
agricultural sprayer manufacturer in
the world which manufactures its own
fan units and diaphragm pumps for its
comprehensive range of sprayers.
HERPA® is happy to sell you its
range of sprayers as finished goods
and is also happy to sell you the 2
main components of a sprayer diaphragm pumps and fan units - to
allow you to assemble and create your
own brand of sprayers in your country
of origin. You'll be able to take
advantage of local financial and tax
aids and set up your own product
with a reduced and more flexible time
of delivery for the comfortability of
your customers. Polyester tanks, and
frames as shown on the photos can be
produced locally without high
financial investments. HERPA
is
ready to also assist you regarding the
molds, sprayers accessories and
needed training .
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Please email Vincent LÓPEZ, the
HERPA® International Sales Manager at
vincentlopez@mfherpa.es
for
any
enquiries.

HERPA® is aware of the room taken
by the tanks in containers this is why
HERPA® put at your disposal the 2
main components of a sprayer - the
pump and the fan unit - in order to
allow you to save room and money in
cost transportation. So far, you were
obliged to buy from different
suppliers the fans, on one hand,
and the pumps, on the other hand,
HERPA® makes it simple for you,
you can now order from an unique
provider: HERPA®.
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TECHNOLOGY PARTNER.
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